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Do You Really Want to Take It 

to a Higher Authority?



Isn’t All Mediation The Same?

 HINT:  

 If the answer is “yes,” there would be no need to ask 

the question.



Isn’t All Mediation The Same?

 Every mediation requires the parties and their 

counsel to engage in risk analysis.  BUT . . . 

 Appellate mediation requires multi-level risk 
analysis.

 An appellant’s lawyer who says the appellant’s 

chances of winning are 50-50 is:
 a.  Unprepared;

 b.  Uninformed;

 c.  Fibbing;

 d.  Some of the above;

 e.  All of the above.



Trial Level Risk Analysis Will Not 

Work in Appellate Mediation

Defense’s 
Range of  

Reasonable 
Case 

Values

Plaintiff ’s 
Range of  

Reasonable 
Case 

Values

The Settlement “Zone of  Reason”?

$0 ∞



Introduction to Risk Analysis
 Probability – the measure of how likely an event is.

Measured from 0.0 (0%) to 1.00 (100%).

 P = (Favorable outcomes) ÷ (Possible outcomes)

 Hypothetical: John and Mary have two children. The

oldest child is a son. What is the probability that their

youngest child is a girl?

 1 in 2, or 0.5, or 50%.

Oldest Youngest

Boy Boy

Boy Girl



Introduction to Risk Analysis

 Hypothetical #2: John and Mary have two

children, one of which is a boy. What is the

probability that their other child is a girl?



Multi-Level Risk Analysis:

The Prisoner’s Dilemma

 Two suspected criminals are arrested and placed

in solitary confinement, accused of Crime “A”.

 Crime “A” carries a three-year sentence.

 The police don’t have enough evidence to

convict either one of Crime “A”, but they can

convict both of the lesser Crime “B”.

 Crime “B” carries a one-year sentence.



Multi-Level Risk Analysis:

The Prisoner’s Dilemma

 The police offer each prisoner the following:

 If one prisoner testifies against the other, he will go

free, while the other will serve a three-year sentence.

BUT

 If each prisoner testifies against the other, each will

serve a two year sentence.

 Solitary confinement creates a vacuum of

information.



Multi-Level Risk Analysis:

The Prisoner’s Dilemma

Prisoner 2 stays silent Prisoner 2 testifies

Prisoner 1 stays silent Each serves one year Prisoner 1 serves three years; 

Prisoner 2 goes free

Prisoner 1 testifies Prisoner 1 goes free; 

Prisoner 2 serves three 

years

Each serves two years



This Applies to Appellate 

Mediation Because…?
 In both exercises, each party is looking to maximize 

gain and minimize risk.

 In both exercises, the potential gain and risk depend 

on the actions of the other party.

 In both exercises, each party’s actions are dictated 

in part by uncertainty over how someone else will 

act (lack of information).

 In both exercises, mutual cooperation produces the 

best result for all, or at least avoids the worst result.



Appeal vs. Appellate Mediation

 An appeal is a search for errors of law.

 An appeal is not a second trial.

 Clients (appellants in particular) must be made aware
of the inherent limitations of appellate review.

 Appellate mediation is a search for doubt.
 What errors are being asserted on appeal?

 This will determine the standard of review the
court of appeal will apply.



Variable “A”: Error Asserted on Appeal

 Error in granting summary judgment (i.e. error in finding absence 
of genuine factual issue, or improper application of law to 
undisputed facts);

 Error in granting motion to dismiss for failure to state cause of 
action;

 Error in granting directed verdict or motion for involuntary 
dismissal;

 Error in admitting/excluding evidence;

 Error in giving/denying requested jury instruction;

 Error in entering judgment against the weight of the evidence;

 Error in granting/denying motion for new trial, additur, 
remittitur.



Variable “B”:  Standard of Review

 De novo:  The matter is reviewed anew.  

 Broadest standard of appellate review.

 No deference paid to trial court’s judgment.

 Questions of law

 Interpretation of contracts

 Summary final judgments

 Directed verdicts

 Orders of dismissal for failure to state a cause of action



Variable “B”:  Standard of Review

 “Competent substantial evidence” standard.

 Factual determinations of the trial court, or 

resolutions of mixed questions of law or fact, will be 

reviewed “to determine whether they are supported 

by competent, substantial evidence or whether they 

are clearly erroneous.”  Breed Tech, Inc. v. Alliedsignal, 

Inc., 861 So.2d 1227, 1230 (Fla. 2nd DCA 2003). 



Variable “B”:  Standard of Review

 “Abuse of Discretion” standard. 

 Narrowest standard of appellate review.

 “If reasonable men could differ as to the propriety 

of the action taken by the trial court, then the action 

is not unreasonable and there can be no finding of 

an abuse of discretion.”  Canakaris v. Canakaris, 382 

So.2d 1187, 1203 (Fla. 1980).



Variable “B”:  Standard of Review

 Issues reviewed for abuse of discretion:

 Granting/denying specific performance.

 Adequacy of lump sum alimony award.

 Granting/denying additur.

 Granting/denying remittitur or new trial.

 Granting/denying temporary injunction.

 Admission/exclusion of evidence.

 Giving/withholding jury instruction.



How the Variables Mesh

 The broader the standard of appellate review, 

the broader the search for error.

 The broader the search for error, the broader 

the search for doubt.

 The broader the search for doubt, the more 

there is to discuss at the appellate mediation 

table.



The Appellate Settlement Analysis

 The likelihood of success 

on the merits is a 

function of the standard 

of appellate review.

De Novo

Abuse of  Discretion

Orders Granting Motions to Dismiss

Summary Judgments

Final judgment after jury/non-jury trial

Rulings on evidence or jury instructions

Gauge-O’-Success



Outcomes on Appeal

Affirmance

Per curiam affirmance

Case is concluded, 
unless

grounds for rehearing

Affirmance with opinion

Case is concluded, 
unless

grounds for rehearing or
discretionary review



Outcomes on Appeal

Reversal

Remand for new trial;
may be plenary or limited

Case continues in trial 
court;

proceedings governed by
appellate ruling and law of 

the case

Remand for entry of 
judgment

for Appellant

Case is concluded, unless
grounds for rehearing or

discretionary review



Doors, Goats, and Cars (Oh My!)



Doors, Goats, and Cars (Oh My!)

 You are a contestant on a game show.  You will select one of 

three doors and receive the prize behind it.  Behind one door is a 

new car; behind the other two are goats.  The object of the game 

is to win the car.  After you pick a door, the host will open a 

door with a goat behind it.  He then offers you a chance to 

switch to the other of the remaining 

two doors before opening

your chosen door to reveal

your prize.

 Do you switch or not?



What Factors Make an Appellate 

Case “Mediate-able”?

 Will the appellate decision end the dispute?

 Are there issues to be negotiated outside the appeal?

 Are there other pending appeals raising the same 

issue(s)?

 Does either party want to avoid making precedent?

 Have there been past emotional roadblocks to 

negotiation?

 Is there a desire to maintain a relationship?

 See http://www.ca9.uscourts.gov/mediation/mediation_b.php 



Well, maybe we should talk after all…



What’s Left to Discuss?

 Trial court uncertainty has been removed.

 Damage control v. Leverage

 Is this environment conducive to party 

empowerment?  Conducive to self-determination?

 Must overcome the “winner/loser” mindset, 

especially in the mind of the appellee.

 The appellate mediation should be a mutual “search 

for doubt” and a mutual risk analysis.



“Deconstruct” The Appeal

(Find out if the case is “mediate-able”)

 Why file an appeal in the first place?

 “Law-based” reasons:

 Trial judge committed reversible error.

 Appellant believes there is a need to establish precedent.

 “Interest-based” reasons:

 Buy time to settle.

 Postpone payment of judgment.

 If appellant received bad legal advice at trial level, appeal 

may help with potential malpractice claim.

 Spite (never underestimate human nature).



Planting and Sowing the Seeds of 

Doubt

 The fundamental integrity of the judicial system 
depends on trial courts reaching the correct result the 
vast majority of the time.

 According to the Fifth DCA:
 Only 15%-20% of civil cases considered on the merits are 

reversed.

 35%-40% are affirmed in full.

 Remaining cases are either affirmed in part/reversed in part, 
dismissed for lack of jurisdiction, or settled.

 So as a very general proposition, about 80% of appeals will 
either be affirmed in whole or in part, or dismissed for some 
reason.



How Much Leverage Does The 
Appellee Really Have?

 Function of parties’ risk tolerance.

 Would the appellant play a game if he/she had a 5/6 

(83.33%) chance of losing?

 Would the appellee play a game if he/she had an 

83.33% chance of winning?

 What’s the game?



Planting and Sowing the Seeds of 

Doubt

 What does the appellant win by winning the 

appeal?  What are the stakes?

 E.g. Appeal from a summary final judgment.  How 

great is the value of an appellate victory if the case is 

reversed and remanded for non-jury trial?

 E.g. Appeal from judgment following a jury verdict 

that triggered a proposal for settlement.  How great 

is the value of winning on appeal given the risk of 

losing at trial and triggering the proposal for 

settlement again?



But What if the Appellant’s 

Case is “Special”?

 Special v. West Boca Med. Ctr., 160 So. 3d 1251 

(Fla. 2014) 

 Redefines the “harmless error” test in civil cases.

 “To test for harmless error, the beneficiary of the error 

has the burden to prove that the error complained of did 

not contribute to the verdict. Alternatively stated, the 
beneficiary of the error must prove that there is no 
reasonable possibility that the error contributed to 
the verdict.”

 How does this ultimately affect appellate review and 

settlement analysis?



Preparing For Mediation

 “By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.”

 Benjamin Franklin

 “What, me worry?”

 Alfred E. Neuman

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.newgenevacenter.org/portrait/franklin.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.newgenevacenter.org/reference/enlightenment2.htm&h=218&w=177&sz=8&tbnid=UM9fq17fSYcJ:&tbnh=101&tbnw=82&start=2&prev=/images?q=ben+franklin&hl=en&lr=&rls=GGLD,GGLD:2004-02,GGLD:en
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://www.neodata.com/mad/images/alfreden.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.neodata.com/mad/&h=195&w=158&sz=20&tbnid=h5o8d5pE274J:&tbnh=98&tbnw=79&start=5&prev=/images?q=alfred+e+neuman&hl=en&lr=&rls=GGLD,GGLD:2004-02,GGLD:en


Prior to Mediation

 Walking in cold will almost guarantee failure.

 Prior to mediation, the mediator should do the 

following:

 Review the final judgment;

 Review the operative pleadings and any dispositive 

motions giving rise to the appeal.

 In the absence of (or in addition to) mediation 

statements from the attorneys, hold phone 

conferences with each attorney who will participate 

in the mediation.



Prior to Mediation

 Use your pre-mediation preparation to 

determine what ADR tools to bring to the table.

 How important/complex are the legal issues?

 Offer to facilitate a “moot court” before other 

neutrals before returning to mediation (a truncated 

nonbinding appellate argument).

 Could be a viable option if:

 Big $$ are at stake; or

 A particular resolution by a court of appeal will have company-

or industry-wide impact.



The Appellate Settlement Analysis

 Likelihood of success on appeal 

 Probable outcome if (un)successful

 Costs and fees if (un)successful

 Exposure to opponent’s attorney’s fees

 Secondary factors to consider:

 Collectability of any judgment 

 Risk/benefit of creating precedent

 Risk/benefit of creating conflict between districts



Using Decision Trees in the 

Appellate Mediation Analysis

 Decision tree – a model representing an 

analysis of a particular problem, employing 

statistical analysis to arrive at the most beneficial 

solution.

 Probability – the measure of how likely an 

event is.

 Measured 0.0 (0%) to 1.00 (100%).



Using Decision Trees in the 

Appellate Mediation Analysis

 “Decision node” – point on a decision tree that 

represents a strategic choice to be made.

 “Chance node” – point on a decision tree that 

represents an uncertainty.

 “Expected Monetary Value” – calculated by 

multiplying the dollar value of each possible 

outcome against the probability that each will 

occur, and adding them together.



All The Math You Need to Know in 

Three Easy Slides

 Probability of an event (P)=  (favorable 

outcomes) ÷ (possible outcomes).

 Example:  Probability of flipping “heads” on a coin 

is 1 ÷ 2 = 0.5, or 50%.

 Example:  Probability of rolling a 4 on a single die is 

1 ÷ 6 = .1667, or 16 2/3%.



All The Math You Need to Know in 

Three Easy Slides

 The probability of two events both occurring = 

(P of event 1) x (P of event 2)

 Example: Probability of rolling “snake eyes”:

.1667 x .1667 = 0.0278, or 2.78%.

 Example:  Probability of flipping heads 3 times in a row:

0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 = 0.125, or 12.5%.

 Example:  Probability of flipping heads on a coin and rolling 

4 on a die: 

0.5 x 0.1667 = 0.08335, or 8.335%.



All The Math You Need to Know in 

Three Easy Slides

 The probability of either of two events occurring = 

(P of event 1) + (P of event 2)

 Example: Probability of drawing either a 4 or a King 
from a deck of cards:

 4/52 + 4/52 = 8/52 = 0.154, or 15.4%.



All or Nothing:  Fight the Fight 

or Cut and Run?



All or Nothing:  Fight the Fight 

or Cut and Run?

The EMV is <$610,000> to the Appellant.



Growing Doe In The Tree



The Tree Grows….



And Grows…



And Grows….



And Grows Some More….



Still Growing!



Case Values And Probabilities



The Answer Is $139,582.50?!?



Benefits of Decision Tree Analysis

 Requires analysis on issue-by-issue basis.

 Graphic illustration for client of complexity of even 

“basic” appeals and their aftermath.

 Provides objective support for a decision to settle or 

litigate.

 If counsel for each party does the analysis, the spread 

between their respective EMVs may provide a range for 

settlement negotiations, either in the form of 

“brackets”, single offer (baseball) arbitration, or a high-

low agreement.



Limitations of Decision Tree 

Analysis

 Garbage in / Garbage out.

 Can create a false impression of precision.

 Because probabilities are estimates, more variables 
may mean even less precision.

 Subject to manipulation, especially with 
sensitivity analysis.

 Ignores “client specific” factors.

 Individual risk tolerance.

 Non-monetary benefits to settlement.
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